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tion, to render it; and as for the Andes—who could ever
hope to trace a line of peaks along the upper sky merely
by murmuring at intervals that they were extremely high ?
Inadequate for any of its features, adjectives are no less
misleading when applied to the sub-continent as a whole.
For it eludes them with consummate agility.   Light-hearted
visitors who label it" Spanish America " stand by with rueful
faces, as three-sevenths of its total area turn out to be
Portuguese;  and the gay nondescript refutes with equal
emphasis the grave misnomer of " Latin America/'   For,
dubiously Latin, it is as doubtfully American—American,
that is to say, in any sense in which the word is used in
England.   Frequent on British lips, that epithet relates to
cigarettes, slang, business methods, rocking-chairs, and
novels which originate exclusively in the United States,
The American continent may run in magnificent disorder
from Cape Horn to Baffin Bay,   But by some limitation
of the British intelligence the term " American " is always
confined to things and people domiciled in the United
States.   Canada knows better; and the South is at some
pains to differentiate the Norteaniericano (not to say Yanqui}.
But Englishmen will always know precisely what they mean,
when they call anything—or anybody—American.   And
what they mean will be the gleam of Stars, the glow of
Stripes, a mournful clangour of bells behind the cow-catchers
of big, black locomotives, with mechanics who wear striped
overalls with horn-rimmed spectacles and eat indifferent
cigars, producers bawling at blondes beyond belief in
Kleig-lit studios, the tap of Thompson sub-machine-guns,
bond salesmen in derby hats confronting crossword-puzzles
on the carved Renaissance thrones of hotel lobbies, clubmen
mysteriously slain in tuxedos, the music of ten thousand
tickers where Wall Street soars towards the lucid sky, and
Manhattan whispering from her towers the last enchant-
ments of the Middle West.   That is what Englishmen are
thinking of when they call anything American; and South
America is anything but that*

